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A Note Regarding Rights to This Work: This is a fan-created supplement for the 
Marvel Heroic Roleplaying Game published by Margaret Weis Productions. It is not 
recognized nor affiliated with MWP beyond being inspired by the fine work they do. 
Likewise, while this supplement incorporates classic Marvel characters, it is not 
affiliated with Marvel Entertainment, LLC. If you find this supplement intriguing, 
please check http://www.margaretweis.com/. 

 

 

A Note Regarding Shifts from Official MHRPG Rules: This event is cribbed from 
my ongoing home campaign, and thus it uses modified rules to accommodate that 
type of game. If you wish to play this event as a stand-alone event or one that 
doesn’t expect characters to continue onwards for a lengthy period, the reverting 
back to the rules-as-written should be easy. In short, scale the XP back to normal on 
the Milestones. Regarding the terminology, my group prefers the word Issue in place 
of Act and Story Arc in place of Event; these changes help establish the ongoing 
campaign as a comic book series. For more information on house rules designed for 
an ongoing MHRPG campaign, please keep an eye on http://thedoompool.com/. 

 

 

A Note Regarding Scene Complications: Many of the Action Scenes in this Story 
Arc (see what I just did there!) have Scene Complications attached. For those of you 
familiar with more traditional RPGs, consider Scene Complications as a way to 
slightly scale the difficulty of an encounter. They are preexisting complications 
present in a scene. They affect all of the players. They can be targeted for reduction, 

but they can never be raised above .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

read before playing! 

http://www.margaretweis.com/
http://thedoompool.com/


 

 

 

 

Magneto and his Brotherhood of Mutant Supremacy have assaulted Cape Citadel 
and commandeered a number of missiles. Can Xavier’s X-Men, in their first true 
mission, work together to show humanity that mutantkind is not to be feared? 

 

Story Arc Structure 

 

 Age of X #1 – “Two Paths Diverge” 

 The X-Men are tutored not only in combat, but why they must be ready 
for combat. Meanwhile, the Brotherhood commits the largest act of 
mutant terrorism to date. 

 Age of X #2 – “Skirmish” 

 The X-Men must deal with SHIELD and the US Military in an attempt to 
even gain access to Cape Citadel. Their reward? Facing the 
Brotherhood of Mutant Supremacy. 

 Age of X #3 – “Countdown” 

 The X-Men breach Magneto’s defenses only to confront the 
Brotherhood once more; however, this time the stakes are higher as 
missiles prepare to fire on the Eastern Seaboard. 

 Age of X #4 – “Fallout” 

 The X-Men have done their best against Magneto and his cohorts, but 
many questions remain. How do they fit into the world now that 
SHIELD is aware of them? Is Magneto’s message the right one? And, 
just what is Project Sentinel? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A world that fears us 



 

 

 

 

The Age of X campaign is a retelling of the X-Men story, to some extent. It conflates 
the original X-Men series with the more recent Ultimate X-Men series to create a 
contemporary version of the X-Men as a series of playable issues. In short, you, as 
the Watcher, and the players can use this Story Arc and subsequent ones to create 
an ongoing X-Men campaign – a campaign in which you can write X-History as you 
see fit! 

Story Arc Synopsis: In the included 4 Issue Story Arc “A World that Fears Us,” the 
X-Men are introduced to the world at large. But more importantly, they are shown 
that philosophies outside of Xavier’s belief in mutant/human cohabitation exist. If 
much of the physical turmoil comes down to X-Men vs. Brotherhood in this event, 
the emotionally trying parts should revolve around the X-Men coming to grips with 
Magneto’s outlook on current events. 

Regarding Characters: On the following pages you will find 4 data files set for use 
in this event. These characters, again, are inspired by the original depiction of them 
in the X-Men series and the way they came across in the more recent Ultimate X-
Men series. Once they are in a player’s hand, however, their distinctions and 
background info are meant to inform, not railroad, decisions that may be made. 
Never forget, you are writing a whole new comic series with these issues! 

Once players select a data file, make sure they choose 2 Milestones. A player may 
choose their Milestones from the 3 Story Arc Milestones or from the 2 Character 
Milestones. 

Character Options: The data files included in this event are meant to capture the X-
Men at the beginning of their careers. However, with that in mind feel free to create 
other X-Men or bring in official data files. As always, these changes should be 
approved by the Watcher. 

It should be stated before players start following these options that Iceman is 
included in this event. He is an unlockable character found at the end of Issue #2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Setting Up the Game 
A Story Arc Synopsis & Character Options 



 

 

 



 
 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Story Milestones 
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HOOK: XAVIER’S FIRST CLASS 

 

 Players begin the game as member of Charles Xavier’s first class of X-Men. They 
live in Westchester, NY at Xavier’s School for Gifted Youngsters. Here they earn 
their keep as teaching assistants who aide in the educating of roughly 150 
adolescent and teenage boys and girls.  

 Of course, the X-Men are also students of Xavier’s. They take not only courses in 
the liberal arts and sciences, but also in diplomacy and combat . . . for Xavier as 
stressed upon the four players that the world they live in is one that is ripe for mutant 
relation problems. Were Xavier not telepathic, his words would still ring prophetic. As 
play opens, the students are aware of the growing anti-mutant sentiment out there. 
Humanity fears that another species is evolving past them, and hate crimes against 
mutants have surpassed any other type of hate crime over the past few years. Still, 
Xavier preaches peace and patience, saying that the combat training he asks his 
team to undergo is only for extreme situations . . . 

 

BUILD UP 

 
  

Doom Pool:  
 
 The X-Men are engaged in an early-morning run through the Danger Room. The 

Danger Room possesses highly advanced technology that creates holographic and 
virtual reality training scenarios. This morning, Professor Xavier mans the control 
room and runs the team through one of the more complicated pre-programmed 
scenarios. 

 

Action Scene! “A Burning World” 

 
 As the steel walls of the Danger Room seemingly melt and reform into a city street lit 

only by the blaze of a burning building, Professor Xavier telepathically contacts his 
students:  

 

Age of X #1 

Two Paths Diverge  



 This simulation will pit you against some tech-savvy opposition. Two mutant siblings 
have been targeted for kidnapping, and the building in which they live, the high-rise 
apartment smoldering before you, has been set ablaze in the process. You must 
rescue the children, but beware the enemies lurking within – they are fitted with 
powered armor capable of throwing flame. 

 
 The players are gathered before a 20-story apartment building. Smoke and flames 

lash out on various floors like fiery fingers reaching outward from the building’s 
interior. What do they do? 

 
 Setting: Getting into or through the high-rise apartment is 

difficult because of the FLEEING TENANTS and SMOKY HALLS. 
The RAGING FIRE doesn’t make anything easier, of course. 

 
  
 Foes: The Danger Room has a number of programs 

designed to test the X-Men’s limits. 
 

 
 Closing the Scene: Once the scenario is defeated proceed 

to the “Why Do We Train?” Transition Scene. Make sure they 
understand Xavier will meet with them that evening to 
discuss their performance, both as a team and individually. 

 
 Additionally, if the X-Men breezed through the scenario, 

Xavier will let them vent a little steam by breaking them up 
into pairs and having them spar for a few rounds.  

 

Danger Room Considerations 
This danger room is modeled off the 
work found at exploring-infinity.com, a 
great Marvel Heroic RPG resource.  
 
Handling the Danger room is different 
than handling a normal threat. A Danger 
Room scenario has one or more starting 
complications that must be eradicated to 
achieve success. Often times, these 
complications must be handled in order 
as they form a narrative of completing 
the Danger Room Scenario. 
 
The Danger Room frequently generates 
assets, as well. It does so to keep the 
difficulty scaling for the X-Men. Any time 
the Danger Room activates an 
opportunity it may replenish its starting 
asset (in this scenario the asset simply 
represents more kidnappers in powered 
armor). 
 
The Danger Room has two power sets, 
Weapons Systems and Trap Systems. 
However, thanks to the holographic 
ability of the Danger Room these can be 
flavored in any way imaginable. In this 
case, the Weapon System represents the 
kidnappers while the Trap System 
represents the hazard of the fiery 
building. 
 
Finally, keep in mind how abstract the 
Danger Room is while running it. The 
Weapons System Area Attack SFX can be 
flavored as multiple kidnappers in 
different locales attacking different X-
Men, etc. and so on. 
 
Also, keep in mind that any stress 
inflicted upon X-Men in the Danger 
Room is considered to have been a 
pulled punch. For purposes of your 
game, you may simply want to address 
all injuries as illusory or minor. This way 
the team doesn’t suffer penalties for 
practice. 



Transition Scene “Why Do We Train?” 

 
 The players have a bit of downtime before meeting with the Professor. Frame a 

scene for each of them, or any combination of the team. This scene should capture 
the gist of the day, something important they are doing, or an enlightening 
discussion. 

 
 For players this is a great chance to pursue certain Milestones or to immerse into 

their characters a bit and simply enjoy some non-action roleplaying. Xavier’s 
Mansion is full of interesting locations for the players to set scenes: libraries, labs, 
gyms, the Danger Room, the Blackbird hangar, a movie theatre, study halls, dorm 
rooms, a beautiful, idyllic campus, garages, and the bustle of New York City just a 
few hours away. Push your players to explain their scene, and then engage with 
them to flesh it out as needed. 

 
 If any of these scenes really take hold, let it unfold at an appropriate pace. Good 

conversations, the creation of a resource, etc. should be played out until the scene 
comes to a tidy resolution. When all of these scenes have played out, move the 
Transition Scene into Xavier’s Office. 

 
 The Professor will be frustrated or gregarious 

depending on how the Danger Room scenario went. 
See the sidebar for additional roleplaying options and 
hints for the Professor, but make sure to focus on the 
two main points of this meeting: 

 
 1) Xavier is a grading stickler. Offer substantial criticism 

or praise of each character’s actions in the Danger 
Room simulation. Was there something clever or 
foolhardy a player did? Something cool or out-of-
character? Express your observations through Xavier 
and hand out a grade accordingly. 

 
 2) Regardless Xavier’s mood, his true motive for 

gathering the X-Men is to stress why he puts them 
through these training simulations. It is likely best to 
pose this as a question to the X-Men and let them offer 
some answers; Xavier may very well agree with most 
of these answers and elaborate on them a bit. But, 
when he feels like the X-Men have exhausted their 
responses, he delivers his thesis statement. The 
answer he is looking for is “To protect a world that fears 
and hates us.” That phrase, such a key and poignant encapsulation of what being an 
X-Men means, is  a great place to end this Transition Scene and move onto the 
following Action Scene, “The First Strike.”  

 

 

Roleplaying Xavier 
Chances are you have at least a passing 
familiarity with Charles Xavier if you are 
reading this. Draw on your favorite 
version of him to buoy your roleplaying 
of him (perhaps the film version?).  
 
The key to playing him is remembering 
his role, teacher. He wants his students, 
especially early in their careers to learn 
from him. But, don’t hesitate to play him 
a little more dark, like his Ultimate 
version – is your Xavier the type who  
wouldn’t oppose a little Mind Control to 
make his students understand him more 
clearly? 
 
Also, a quick example of grading -- in my 
own game, players became preoccupied 
with killing the bad guys in the Danger 
Room Scenario.  Xavier stressed to them 
the importance of the mission over 
violence. 



Action Scene! “The First Strike” 

 
 Magneto hovers above the main entrance to Cape Citadel, a military base in Florida. 

The thick-chain link fence surrounding the property creaks, then snaps inward as if it 
was pushed in by some invisible giant. Below the magnetic mutant, the Brotherhood 
of Mutant Supremacy eagerly awaits orders. “Mastermind, you will escort me to the 
missile control center,” Magneto looks down upon his children and smiles before 
continuing, “The rest of you show these cretins why homo superior is mean to inherit 
the earth.” 

 
 Hook: In this scene the players will temporarily take on the persona of one of the 

Brotherhood members (Blob, Quicksilver, Scarlet Witch, or Toad). Their mission is to 
incapacitate a number of onrushing military and SHIELD personnel, essentially 
serving to distract the soldiers from the real threat 
– Magneto’s commandeering of the missile control 
center. Data Files for the Brotherhood can be 
found in the Appendix at the end of this event.  

 
 Setting: This military complex houses more white-

collar personnel than green berets. The entrance 
at which the Brotherhood stands is a road flanked 
by SINGLE-STORY OFFICES; the main road is also 
filled with PARKED CARS. Of course, after 
Magneto’s flashy entrance, BROKEN BITS OF FENCE 
lay strewn about, as well. 

 
 Foes: Though Cape Citadel is not heavily-

manned, due to its important contents (i.e. 
powerful missiles) it does house well-trained and 
unique soldiers. The Brotherhood has the 
following enemies arrayed against them: 

 
2 Gun Turrets 

 These gun turrets act as a       STEADY STREAM OF BULLETS 

COMPLICATION. It can be targeted like any other 
complication. 

   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Being Bad 
This scene is a bit different – the players 
get to be the bad guys! But, why or to 
what benefit? 
 
1) The Brotherhood should be intimate 
to the players; they are (or more 
correctly – will become) the X-Men’s 
rivals. Also, letting the player’s see 
Magneto and get into the bad guy’s 
heads further emphasizes that two 
philosophies exist in regards to the 
mutant/human issue. 
 
2) It gives the characters another fun 
action scene. Action scenes are fun and 
fast-paced, and this one doesn’t 
constrain the players with heroism. 
 
3) When appropriate, allowing players to 
step into the villain role fits well with the 
comic book model. In comics, readers are 
often invited to partake in scenes that 
are villain-driven. Obviously, this should 
be done for entertainment in the game; 
you don’t want to give away all the 
secret plans your baddies are hatching. 



3 Guardsman Armored Suits 
 These armored suits are powered by Stark Tech and used by specialized SHIELD Agents. 
 

 
 

2 Squadrons of Soldiers 
 These soldiers are tasked with protecting the base, and that is 

what they do to a man. 
 

 
 
 Closing the Scene: This scene ends when either the Brotherhood is victorious or before they are too 

badly beaten. In the latter scenario, feel free to close the scene without spending doom dice. After 
all, this fight is about villains, not heroes. 

 
 Regardless of how you choose to end the scene, play up Magneto’s awe-inspiring might at the 

scene’s close. Cars, the fence, siding . . . anything metal is lifted into the air, flattened out and then 
sped through the air towards Cape Citadel’s missile control office. Here the metal bits fold into a 
continuous dome over the silo in an imposing shield of debris and steel. By scene’s end, Magneto 
has not only taken control of the missiles, he’s barricaded them within a dome of magnetically 
reinforced metal!  

 
 

 

Options for “The First Strike” 
- Don’t forget about Magneto. 
Somewhere nearby he is unleashing 
his powers en route to the missile 
control center. In my group’s 
playthrough of this scene, I made 
sure to include a description of 
incoming helicopters seemingly 
implode as they neared the base. 
 
- Any stress the Brotherhood takes in 
this session will be healed by the time 
the X-Men arrive. 
 
- It might be wise to gently hint to 
your players the importance of 
understanding how the Brotherhood 
work mechanically. They can be a 
tough group to stop for the X-Men 
without some good strategy . . . then 
again, that may be ideal for their first 
encounter. 



Transition Scene “Transmission 
Ultimatum” 

 
 In this scene, Magneto makes his motives known and Xavier responds. 
 
 Framing: For the X-Men, it is now the evening of their Training Session. Grades 

have already been handed out; Xavier has granted them leave to do as they will. So, 
what are they doing? Let each character describe what they are pursuing; try to give 
each character’s choice a little emphasis. If Jean Grey is writing an e-mail to her 
parents, what does it say? Why is she writing it? For every character, try to prompt 
them to become a bit more involved in their chosen frame by pushing them with a 
handful of quick, clarifying questions like those above. If multiple characters are 
interested in sharing a frame, let them do that – it lessens the burden on the 
Watcher and invites roleplay. 

 
 Once everyone is satisfied with setting up their characters frames, have Xavier cut in 

on them with an urgent telepathic message: 
  
 My students, I apologize for barging in on your thoughts like this, but I fear the worst 

has happened. 
 
 In each student’s mind, the image of a television screen appears. On that screen, a 

man wearing a dark red helmet peers out imperiously. Bangs of frost-white hair 
sneak out from the helmet at unkempt angles. The man is speaking, and his voice is 
filled with barely disguised amusement and contempt: 

 
 “Do not adjust your televisions, sheep. Like so many things, what you are seeing is 

in my control now. I come to tell you a war is brewing; a war between man and his 
better, a war between man and mutant. There is no choice of side or conscription in 
the coming battle; boundaries are defined by blood. One is either evolving or 
stagnating. Consider this moment the first strike of a war that will only end with one 
side’s extermination or utter subjugation. If the government does not disclose and 
then cease their so-called Sentinel Project within 24 hours, I will unleash this military 
base’s considerable ordinance on a number of American cities. If anyone seeks to 
interfere with these plans, the window of opportunity will close much quicker. After 
all, Magneto, master of magnetism, is not a patient man. Of course, he is not a man 
at all . . . he is so much more. 

 
 Due to the telepathic connection the player’s should feel the exasperation, 

frustration, and, perhaps, even fear that the Professor is currently feeling. Shortly 
after the transmission fades, Xavier shares one final thought with the team, “My 
students, my friends, this is what we train for. Scott, prep the Blackbird; the X-Men 
must make their debut.”  

 

 



 

  age of X #2 

“Skirmish” 

A World that fears us (2 of 4) 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Hook: En Route 

 
After the events of last issue, the X-Men have been scrambled with the Blackbird. 
Xavier’s directive was clear: Stop Magneto whatever it takes; do not harm any 
bystanders in the process. This issue picks up with the players already aboard the 
Blackbird. 
 

Build Up 
 

Doom Pool:  
 
The X-Men will face opposition in their approach to Cape Citadel. It doesn’t take long 
either. Once they’ve got about 15 miles to their objective, SHIELD contacts them via 
wide-broadcast radio message: “Stand down. No unauthorized flight is allowed near 
Cape Citadel at this moment. Repeat no unauthorized flight is allowed. Failure to 
heed this warning will result in your plane’s classification as a threat.” 
 

Action Scene! “A Wary Military” 
 
Unfortunately for the X-Men, a speeding stealth jet approaching the current locale of 
a known mutant terrorist seems suspicious. As Blackbird 
approach is picked up, SHIELD will scramble a number of 
responses to the jet. However, they also open up a line of 
communication. Is there a chance that negotiations can win 
the day? 
 
Setting: The Blackbird is flying through CLEAR SKIES WITH 

STRONG WINDS. If the Blackbird is able to set down, the most 
likely spot is a Cape Citadel parking lot that is littered with 
trashed and CRUSHED CARS. 
 
Foes: Under the direction of SHIELD, the military scrambles 
a response team to the Blackbirds approach. Their mission is 
simple – if the bird is determined to be hostile, ground it. 
 

 

 

Age of X #2 

Skirmish  

Non-Combat Actions 
 
Xavier has stressed harming 
humans would cause irreparable 
damage between humans and 
mutants, and he is obviously 
against harming US military 
soldiers. Since Special Agent Fred 
Duncan, SHIELD, has opened a 
line of communication, the X-Men 
could conceivably convince 
Duncan of their good intentions 
and capability, bluff, or intimidate 
their way in without actually 
having to engage in physical 
combat. 
 
The best way to do this is to stress 
out Duncan either emotionally or 
mentally. (Continued) 
 



2 Surface-to-Air Rocket Launchers 

A  MISSILES! COMPLICATION.  
 

1 Master Attack Chopper 
This well-piloted machine is tasked with bringing down the 
jet. 

 
 

 
2 Guardsman Interceptors 

SHIELD-operated Stark Tech that favors mobility over 
firepower. 

 
 
Closing the Scene: If the X-Men can talk their way past 
SHIELD or stop the military without hurting any military 
personnel, it not something Agent Duncan is likely to 
forget. Keep this favorable response in mind when they 
have dealings with each other later on; conversely, a group 
that recklessly endangers the soldiers may face arrest or 
worse upon meeting with SHIELD the first time. 
 
Additionally, if the X-Men escape without taking stress or handing out physical stress 

give them a  SMOOTH SAILING ASSET. This represents a boost of confidence a team 
member can carry over into the battlefield with the Brotherhood (next action scene). 
If, however, they are shot down or grounded give everyone a d6 Physical Stress 
(Emotional if they were not in the jet). 
 
All of the above aside, the real key as this scene closes is to impress upon the X-
Men the power of Magneto. Use the following two moments to foreground the threat 
of Magneto in the player’s mind.  
 

 

Non-Combat Actions (Cont) 
 
Duncan is a good man, but loyal 
to SHIELD. He demands the group 
identify themselves in a 
meaningful manner and he wants 
to know why they are there.  
 
If it does come down to social or 
mental battle, Duncan’s most 

likely die pool is:  for TEAM, 
DISTINCTION (Compassionate 
Soldier), and Psych. However, he 
will likely use the specialty at a 
2d6.  If he has been convinced via 
stress or complication, Duncan 
will call off all military action until 
these new crew can succeed or 
fail. Still, he doesn’t let drop his 
desire to know who they are – a 
question that will arise in this 
story arc again. 
 

Blackbird 
The Blackbird itself is a powerful 
tool. It can only be flown by 
someone with a Vehicle Expert. 
Additionally, its weapons can only 
be operated by some one who is a 
Combat Expert or Tech Expert. 
The Blackbird has the following 

power traits: Armor , Flight 

, Weapons , Invisibility  
 



1) Make sure they see, and understand the scope, of the metal dome that crackles 
with magnetic energy.  
2) Shortly after #1, let Magneto’s power wash over the Blackbird. It gets forced down 
gently. Magneto is not one to kill other mutants until they’ve heard his offer.  
 
Whether they land or are forced to land, spring the next action scene the moment 
they disembark from the Blackbird. 
 

Action Scene! “Against the Brotherhood” 

 
As the X-Men disembark the Blackbird, the Brotherhood awaits 
them. As soon as Magneto recognized the incoming jet (made 
of metal!) as a threat, he dispatched his team to delay any 
possible heroics. At this point, neither the Brotherhood nor 
Magneto knows who the X-Men are. The Brotherhood is simply 
tasked with stopping the heroes or delaying them; if a 
Brotherhood member sustains a       or higher stress level, he or 
she will retreat back into Magneto’s metal dome. 
 
Setting: The Brotherhood’s invasion of the military base has 
left it trashed. The streets are littered with METAL DEBRIS from 
Magneto’s flurry. Also, the nearest office is now a SMOLDERING 

RUIN, the result of Magneto’s magnetic powers ripping the gas 
pipes out of the earth. 
 
Foes: All five members of the Brotherhood stand off against the 
X-Men (Blob, Mastermind, Quicksilver, Scarlet Witch, and 
Toad). See the appendix to access their Data Files 
 
Closing the Scene: The Brotherhood will not fight to the end; 
they simply want to hold off the heroes while Magneto arms the 
missiles. Once that happens, the Watcher can end the scene 
(by spending           from the doom pool). This can be flavored  
as fit, but one method that might showcase Magneto is to have 
the dome grow and pull in the Brotherhood members. Also, if 
Mastermind is available, consider using his illusion powers to 
help facilitate escape or retreat. 
 
Lastly, if the X-Men fall in battle, Magneto calls the Brotherhood 
off. They do not kill other mutants, and something about this 
team (perhaps the X-insignia) gives him suspicion as to their 
origin  . . . or, just as likely, the X-Men might mention their 
status as mutants in an effort to reason with the Brotherhood.  
 
 

 

Against the Brotherhood 
Options 

 
This fight shouldn’t only showcase 
rival mutants, it should pit 
opposing philosophies. Magneto’s 
Brotherhood firmly believe 
humankind is standing in their 
way. They are the apex predator; 
they are homo superior! 
 
Use the Brotherhood to push this 
agenda. If the X-Men admit that 
they are also mutants, the 
Brotherhood should respond with 
disbelief and feelings of betrayal – 
How could mutants side with or 
protect humans?! 
 
Below find brief roleplaying notes: 
 
Blob - Crass and rude, Blob is as 
disgusting to look at as he is to 
listen too. 
 
Mastermind – Ever wary, 
Mastermind shies from direct 
confrontation and prefers 
trickery. 
 
Quicksilver  - This rash mutant is 
constantly seeking to prove his 
worth to his father Magneto. 
 
Scarlet Witch – The daughter of 
Magneto is aloof but dedicated to 
her father’s cause. 
 
Toad – Not vile as Blob but close, 
Toad is arguably the loudest most 
annoying Brotherhood member. 
 



Transition Scene “Coming to an 
Understanding” 

 
Regardless of how the X-Men faired against the Brotherhood, it is likely some, or 
most, of the Brotherhood was capable of retreating back to Magneto. The X-Men are 
tasked with stopping the missile crisis, and will likely want to follow. However, given 
the rookie status of the X-Men, breaking through the       MAGNETICALLY REINFORCED 

STEEL is very tough work. You may want to simply rule, since no one has a similarly 
significant power trait or skill, entry is impossible at the moment. Of course, never 
hesitate to award creative players. If the X-Men break into the 
dome immediately following their first encounter with the 
Brotherhood, skip the rest of Issue #2 and pick up with Issue 
#3. 
 
Framing: It doesn’t take SHIELD long to arrive on the scene 
after the Brotherhood and X-Men break off their battle. A small 
convoy of agents is led by the man who contacted them while in 
the Blackbird, Special Agent Fred Duncan. Duncan is an honest 
and forthright man, but this scene may play out in a number of 
directions based on how the X-Men and SHIELD interacted last 
time. Before roleplaying this Transition Scene, ask yourself a 
number of questions: Did the X-Men assault any military or 
SHIELD personnel? How did the X-Men respond to Duncan 
when negotiating their approach? Did the X-Men admit they 
were mutants? The answers of these questions, and others, 
can clearly color the relationship now. 
 
However, even at is frostiest, Duncan cannot discount the fact 
the X-Men just tackled a terrorist organization in an effort to 
breach Magneto’s hold on Cape Citadel. Mix Duncan’s current respect for the 
group’s actions with their previous encounter to get a measure of how you want to 
roleplay the agent, then consider his motivations below: 
 
- Duncan’s primary concern is breaching the dome and regaining control of the 
missiles within. Of course, he knows he cannot use conventional weaponry, as they 
all have metal parts. 
 
- Duncan is intrigued by the group. Where did they receive their training? Who do 
they work for? What is the Blackbird? (Xavier will gently (or not so gently) remind the 
group telepathically such discussions are better tabled for now). 
 
- If Duncan becomes aware of the X-Men’s mutant status, he is admittedly surprised 
. . . but also cautious. “Why are you helping us, then?” Additionally, if pressed on the 
Sentinel Project he can say nothing, except that SHIELD is always working towards 
ensuring the nation’s safety.  

 

What Else can the Players 
Do? 

- In the likely event a player has 
taken physical stress, this SHIELD 

contingent has a handful of  
MEDICAL EXPERTS who can aid 
recovery checks. 
 
- Additionally, as with many 
Transition Scenes the players can 
use a Specialty to create a 
resource. The creation of 
resources should most often be 
roleplayed so it fits the scene. An 
example from my game had Beast 
borrow some of the SHIELD 
weapons to create an ANTI-
MAGNETIC BREASTPLATE. 
 
 



- If discussions become amicable enough or if both groups agree to set aside 
differences to tackle the true problem, Duncan will admit he has something that may 
help – a mutant prisoner who might be able to breach the dome. At this point, run 
the next Transition Scene. 
 

Transition Scene “Cold Logic” 
 
(NOTE: This Transition Scene does not allow for resource-creation or recovery rolls 

if those were attempted in the previous scene) 
 
Special Agent Duncan leads the X-Men towards a building on 
the far side of the base. He leads them to a prison cell meant to 
detain mutants. 
 
Framing: During the brief march to the mutant prison, it is likely 
that Duncan will get grief for holding a mutant against his will. 
However, Duncan will remain adamant – the mutant was caught 
because he was endangering lives. His detainment and capture 
process admittedly allowed SHIELD to test some new anti-
mutant measures, but the mutant has been treated as soundly 
as a prisoner can be. If pressed, Duncan will admit he knows 
not what SHIELD’s further intentions with the prisoner would’ve 
been; if pressed further on the subject of the mutant’s capture, 
Duncan will grab a unique rifle from a nearby soldier. “Don’t ask 
too many questions, X-Man. This might be useful against 
Magneto and his buddies.” 

 
As Duncan lets 
the X-Men mull 
the option of using tech designed to 
fight them, he will continue to defend 
SHIELD’s actions – “How come you 
can shoot laser’s out of your eyes, 
but I have to wear contacts?” 
 
Once the X-Men have decided on 
using the rifle, Duncan will unlock 

the cell that leads to the captured  mutant – Bobby Drake. 
 
Drake’s powers may have been dampened, but his spirit has not, “So all those 

explosions I hear mean someone’s 
rescuing me, right?” If approached 
about using his powers to help 
SHIELD and the X-Men, the 16-year-
old mutant seems both upset about 
his internment but excited about 

 

Bobby 
Introducing Bobby likely means 5 
X-Men for 4 players. However, the 
loose nature of MHRPG seems to 
allow for a Watcher run NPC 
without too much taxation. If a 
watcher runs a character feel free 
to keep track of Milestones, but 
don’t overshadow the actual 
players. 
 

Brief Note on Unlockables 
Often times unlockables benefit 
the entire team; thus, it makes 
sense to allow players to pool XP 
for purchases. 
 
 



getting to use his powers. If the X-Men mention they are mutants, he seems relieved 
to not be the only one out there.  
 
Closing the Scene: In the likely event that the group spends at least 3 xp on the 
Iceman unlockable, the team now has an access point to the dome. In an effort to 
maximize efficiency, Duncan will reveal a map of the enclosed missile silo and 
suggest a point of entrance near the control room. He will give the team the codes 
necessary to override any computers that may have been tampered with, as well. 
 
This scene, and the issue itself, should end with the X-Men breaching the dome only 
to reveal the Brotherhood, alerted by Magneto’s magnetic sense, waiting on the 
other side. Consider it a full-page splash cliffhanger.  
 
END ISSUE #2 
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Hook: Busting In 

 
The X-Men have breached Magneto’s dome, but the powerful mutant as set up an 
ambush to further stall them. 
 

Build Up 
 

Doom Pool:  
 
Sirens flash and automated voice warns of an impending missile launch. The stakes 
are high and possible damage could have a serious global impact! 
 

 
Action Scene! “Warheads Rising” 

 
The Brotherhood is again arrayed against the X-Men, but this time the stakes are 
raised drastically. Seven powerful warheads are locking in on cities across the 
country; they will leave Cape Citadel and scream towards their targets in five short 
minutes. Can the X-Men neutralize the missile threat while 
fending of the Brotherhood? 
 
Setting: This battle rages in missile silo; a STEADY, SHRILL SIREN 
warns of impending missile launch. The floor is pockmarked by 
TRAPDOORS that hide the underground ballistics. A NARROW 

CATWALK rises up from the main floor via stairway; this leads to 
the missile control room which in turn houses a LARGE BANK OF 

COMPUTERS. 
 
Foes: The Brotherhood is ready for their rematch. Any stress 
they received in the previous encounter is stepped back -1. 
Also, and more importantly, the impending missile launch 
weighs heavily on the X-Men. 
 

  
 
 

 

Age of X #3 

countdown 

Options 
 
- Consider using a doom die to let 
Quicksilver start the battle; the 
Brotherhood are essentially 
ambushing the X-Men 
 
- Magneto may not be directly 
present, but let his powers be. If 
you use doom dice to split the 
party, consider flavoring at as the 
metal dome separating them 
from each other. 
 
- Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch 
seem to harbor some ill will 
towards their father – let that 
seep through and see if astute 
players can capitalize on it. 
 



1 Missile Launch 

Effectively a  WARHEADS RISING COMPLICATION. This threat cannot be made larger; 
however, if the complication is not defeated within 5 rounds, any missiles still active 
launch and must be dealt with en route to their targets. The most obvious route to 
remove this complication is for a tech savvy X-Man to make way to the control room 
and use the computers to deactivate the launch. However, feel free to allow for other 
creative attempts at stopping the missile launch. This particular complication is very 
difficult; the computer is protected by a        FIREWALL. Again, after 5 rounds of action, 
the missiles launch – the players will then have to get very creative to deactivate the 
complication. 
 

The Brotherhood of Mutant Supremacy 
See the appendix for Data Files. In this combat, the 
Brotherhood will fight until they can fight no longer. They fear 
Magneto’s punishment more than the X-Men. It is likely in the 
fight that Brotherhood members who had particularly 
memorable encounters with certain X-Men in the first fight will 
want to resume that engagement; the Brotherhood can be 
particularly petty (also, rivals are fun). 
 
The only particularly tactically-conscious member is 
Mastermind. He is hiding in the control room and will focus his 
illusions on distracting any X-Men who attempt to override the 
missile controls. One last key with illusions: Be Creative. 
 
Closing the Scene: This combat ends when the Brotherhood is 
clearly defeated and the warhead threat is neutralized. If the X-
Men are victorious, immediately advance to the “Enter 
Magneto” Transition Scene. If, however, the Brotherhood is 
giving them problems, and they have good rapport with 
SHIELD, offer the team the following unlockable: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Adjudicating Illusions 
 
Illusions are tricky powers to deal 
with. They require a great deal of 
creativity on the part of the 
wielder, but they also require 
some help adjudicating. 
Mastermind, for example, creates 
illusions that are visible to all who 
spy on them. Thus, in describing 
his actions it makes sense to 
describe what he is conjuring. Of 
course, that troubles reaction 
rolls. It seems there are two ways 
to deal with this: 
 
1) Be upfront with players. Let 
them know they must defend 
against an illusion and to make 
their reaction pools accordingly. 
 
2) Be sneaky. Let them use their 
die pools against the thing they 
think they are avoiding. Often 
times, these pools will be better, 
but the Watcher gains a measure 
of surprise and narrative control 
that keeps the players on their 
toes. 
 
Also, due to the unique nature of 
Mastermind’s powers, not all 
illusions need be attacks. The 
most effective use I conjured 
during this scene was an asset 
that made it seem like Magneto 
joined the fight. His ‘arrival’s hook 
the X-Men up and almost altered 
the fight. 
 
 



Transition Scene “Enter Magneto” 

 
The X-Men have very little time to enjoy their victory over the Brotherhood. The 
dome seems to be falling apart, bits of metal debris begin swirling in the air, and 
Magneto, master of magnetism, floats into the silo, metal wilting away from him as 
he approaches the X-Men. 
 
Framing: This is Magneto’s grand entrance and his first villain monologue. This 
impression should be lasting; obviously the scene around him, a display of his power 
helps, but it his words that should carry the most weight. As the Watcher consider 
very carefully how you want Magneto to be portrayed in your game. He, as cast in 
the context of this Story Arc, is clearly a believer in mutant 
superiority, but how does that come out? 
 
Consider some key points surrounding Magneto: 
 
- If the information has not been given to him yet, Magneto has 
likely figured out not only the X-Men’s mutant status but that 
Xavier is their benefactor. 
 
- Magneto has ulterior motives for being here. Yes, the missiles 
would have been nice. But, this base also housed anti-mutant 
tech, a mutant prisoner? What else did it house? 
 
- Magneto is more than willing to pit his beliefs against the X-
Men. However, is every statement should be driven by his 
disappointment that mutants would fall in line with the humans 
who hate them instead of him. 
 
- As the discussion dies down or shifts to violence, Magneto will 
unleash a powerful burst of energy that will scatter the X-Men. 
This has no game effect, but is an effective way to signal the 
end of the Issue. 
 
END Issue #3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Magneto Quotables 
 
Need some help getting into the 
spirit of Magneto? Feel free to 
pull from or adapt the following 
things he might say: 
 
- “Does it not concern you that 
SHIELD keeps a prisoner, that it 
has weapons designed to stop 
mutants? Are you that blind?” 
 
- “Fight me now and regret your 
actions later. Regret them when 
humanity comes pounding on 
your door with torches lit and 
pitchforks at the ready.” 
 
- “I see you share Xavier’s ideals; 
do you wish to share his crippled 
state, as well?” 
 
- “It is truly a pity I cannot ask you 
to join me. I know not what 
Charles has done to your 
malleable minds.” 
 
- “Do you truly believe mutants 
and man can exist together or has 
Charles put that notion in your 
head. Literally.” 
 
- “True. The missiles are defunct, 
but the message has been sent. 
War is coming. Blood will be 
spilled. I urge you to consider 
your loyalties in the coming 
months.” 
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Hook: Nothing Left to Say 

 
Magneto has exhausted all avenues of discussion with the X-Men. He tires of their 
insolence and their presence. Though he has no wish to kill them, he is egotistical 
enough to believe they can be swayed to his cause eventually, he does desire to 
leave them with a taste of his power. 
 

Build Up 

 

Doom Pool:  
 
Magneto means business; however, the main threat, the missiles, has most likely 
been neutralized by now. This throwdown is simply one of following the mission for 
the X-Men versus cruelty from Magneto. 
 

Action Scene! “Master of Magnetism” 

 
In many ways, Magneto is using his encounter gauge the X-Men, both physically 
and ideologically. He constantly refers to humanity’s eventual attempt to exterminate 
mutantkind, to his plans for a mutant utopia, and he seeks 
answers as to why the X-Men cling to a belief that they belong 
with humanity. 
 
His Data File can be found in the appendix. 
 
Setting: Bits of SWIRLING SHRAPNEL dance across the battlefield 
at Magneto’s mental behest. As the metal dome rips apart, 
adding to the shrapnel, a number of INJURED SOLDIERS can be 
seen succumbing to the magnetic fury. 
 
Foes: Magneto is a serious threat to the X-Men. He is very 
powerful and considering the X-Men have likely just gotten 
through a knockdown drag-out brawl, Magneto may make short 
work of them. Further muddying matters is a      WOUNDED 

SOLDIER COMPLICATION. 
 
 

 

Age of X #4 

fallout 

Magneto Combat Options 
 
- Magneto will lose his cool if the 
X-Men brandish Anti-Mutant 
SHIELD Tech. You dare use human 
baubles against your own blood?! 
He will, of course, use his powers 
to cause the weapon to fire at the 
X-Men themselves. 
 
- If things are going well, Magneto 
is confident enough to spend 
actions attacking the nearby 
wounded soldiers (thus adding to 
the complication or renewing it) 
and grandstanding to increase the 
doom pool. 
 
- Magneto is not willing to let the 
X-Men think themselves 
victorious. He hints he had other 
reasons for choosing this base. 
 



Closing the Scene: Magneto doesn’t want to kill the X-Men. Once they are stressed 
out, or he has proven his point (either that he is too much for them to handle or his 
way is the right way), he will take his leave. He may either use expenditure from the 
doom pool to close a scene, or he may simply trust in his reaction rolls and use an 
action to escape the fight. As soon as Magneto is gone or driven off, shift to the 
“Aftermath” Transition Scene. 
 

Transition Scene “Aftermath” 
 
The moment Magneto is driven off, two distinct camps fall upon the X-Men and the 
remains of Cape Citadel: Duncan with more SHIELD agents and the most daring 
members of the media. 
 
Framing: Give the players a few seconds before warning of them of the incoming 
groups.  Set up the two groups motivations as follows: 
 

DUNCAN & SHIELD 
If on good terms, Duncan wants to establish a working relationship with the X-Men. 
He still wants to know where they come from and who they work for (i.e. how are 
they funded) but he is willing to give them their privacy. He will give them a card and 
ask them to stay in touch. With Duncan are a number of medics who can assist 
fallen X-Men, as well. 
 
Of course, in the event that the X-Men and SHIELD have cooler relations, Duncan 
may want to arrest or detain the X-Men. On account of their heroism, he can likely 
be talked out of this course of action, but the X-Men may want to hustle off base. 
 

MEDIA 
The media is increasingly becoming fascinated with the mutant problem and 
superheroes in general. Naturally, a lot of their questions revolve around these 
issues:  “Are you mutants, too?” / “Are you junior Avengers?” / “How do you know 
Magneto?” / “What do you know of Project Sentinel?” etc. 
 
The media storm doesn’t die down for a few weeks. Let it seep into other scenes in 
upcoming issues if you continue on this campaign path. 
 
Once the X-Men have dealt with the aftermath, move them along to the last scene of 
the Story Arc.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Transition Scene: “What Lay Ahead?” 

 
(NOTE: All stress is cleared from the players at this point) 

 
A few weeks have passed since the Cape Citadel incident. Classes continue at 
Xavier’s. The X-Men continue to train. But questions linger . . . 
 
Framing: This scene is meant to cap the Story Arc and help the X-Men come to 
grips with the world they live in. Allow each character set up a capstone scene, one 
that will give their personal narrative closure for the story.  
 
Push them to deal with the ramifications though as you frame these closing panels. 
How do they feel about what Magneto has said? Are they concerned by the 
revelation that SHIELD has anti-mutant tech? What did combat do to them? Was it 
what they expected? What of Project Sentinel? Of the media attention? 
 
Let each panel roleplay out to a nice closing panel, and end the issue. 
 
END ISSUE #4 (Following pages include Data Files for Brotherhood and 
Iceman) 
 
Thanks for reading through this event. Issues #5-7 will be bundled and produced 
shortly in a similar vein. If you have feedback or are interested in reading more on 
the Marvel RPG don’t hesitate to comment at my site / thedoompool.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

 


